SECURITY by design

PICTURE THIS BEAUTIFUL BACKLIT KEYPAD...ON YOUR WALL.

Red Armed Light
- tells you you’re ready to STOP intruders

Green Status Light
- tells you you’re good to GO and turn on the system

Number & Icon Display
- lights to pinpoint and identify system activity

Backlit Keys
- provide gentle “night-light” illumination

Quick Arm option

Easy Exit
- feature for the household’s early riser

Interior Key
- for arming just the perimeter of the system

Instant Key
- for instantaneous alarm response, eliminating preset delays at entry doors

Concealed Fingertip Zone Directory
We pride ourselves providing families and businesses like yours true peace of mind. Our security professional will tailor a Napco Gemini Security System to the level of protection you desire, offering residential fire protection, too. (GEM-P800)

WITH UP TO 8 CUSTOMIZED ZONES OF PROTECTIONS, GEMINI AFFORDS YOU THE SECURITY YOU NEED.

Your protected areas are assigned zone numbers so you can easily locate specific areas in alarm, simply by reading the numerical display on your Napco Gemini Keypad. If a door in Zone 6 were left open, the number six would be illuminated.

Gemini also gives you the ability to selectively arm its zones to leave a particular zone open while protecting the rest of the premises. Or, you can turn off the interior protection so you can move about freely while maintaining perimeter protection. You can even continuously monitor a specific zone, like your rear door. A chime at the keypad can alert you whenever someone enters or leaves, even while your system is off.

FINGERTIP CONTROL IS A SNAP.

By simply entering your private 4 digit passcode at your keypad when you leave or re-enter, you can arm or disarm your system. A quick glance at the keypad’s numeric display will tell you immediately if your system is armed or ready-to-arm, etc. The Gemini System allows for 4 to 8 individual passcodes so you can assign different codes for different users.

With a handy Gemini Wireless Key you can carry that control in your pocket, even on the go. This tiny remote controls your system & provides a local panic button.

KNOW THAT YOUR SECURITY IS MONITORED AROUND THE CLOCK.

You gain added peace-of-mind with our 24-hour Central Station monitoring program. Day and night, a team of seasoned professionals can keep a watchful eye on the status of your security system and stand ready to summon the appropriate authorities should any police, fire or emergency arise.

TRUST IN OUR EXPERTISE AND THE HIGH QUALITY, RELIABLE NAPCO SYSTEMS WE USE.

A security system is one of the most worthwhile investments, you will ever make. Our specialists can explain the many features and options available to help customize your system to fit your needs today and tomorrow. A Gemini System from NAPCO is perfect for any application, from co-ops to capes, apartments to atriums, and from shops to suites of offices.

Let Us Custom Design a Napco Security System for You.